SUMMARY Telecommunication networks have evolved from telephony networks to the Internet, and they sustainably support the development of a secured, safe, and comfortable society. The so-called "switching technology" including the evolved "network system technology" is one of the main infrastructure technologies used for realizing information communication services. On the occasion of completion of 100 years since the establishment of the IEICE, we summarize the history of network system technologies and present their future direction for the next generation. We mainly focus on a series of technologies that evolved through the discussions of the IEICE technical committees on switching engineering, launched 50 years ago, switching systems engineering, and network systems in action.
system technologies.
The first SE committee started functioning in January 1964, and continued for 25 years. The first chair of the committee was Professor Tonau Osatake, the University of Tokyo. The committee was renamed as the SSE committee, and its activities continued for 10 years. Furthermore, to cover more diversified technical fields, the committee was again renamed in 2000 as the NS committee, and has continued functioning for 16 years until now.
To overview the history of the committees on SE/SSE/ NS, we focused on the main research topics that came under the purview of each of these technical committees. Though the main topics were updated continuously, we can comprehend the change in technical trends by focusing on the new topics that were added when each committee was formed or renamed, in addition to the topics already handled. Table 1 shows the transition of technical committees and their main research topics.
Initially, the SE committee covered areas of research and development in switching for voice communication. However, data switching, which is more general switching concept including not only voice but also text and any other contents, had also already emerged. The subsequently formed SSE committee covered switching related technologies that were more sophisticated and segmentalized, such as multimedia switching, high-speed and broadband switching, and photonic switching. Further, the topics of software technologies and operation/service/maintenance technologies had newly appeared. When the NS committee was formed, the diversification of switching related technologies was remarkable. Mobile switching control, multicast, and content distribution technology had emerged, and in particular, IP networks and related technologies were gaining importance as principal technologies. Software, application, and operation technologies diversified and entered a mature phase. Furthermore, in-network processing technology based on active networks emerged. (SDNs), network virtualization, cloud, and traffic engineering, come to forefront. Evaluation and management approaches to realize complex and diversified network systems are given weight. Besides, application-oriented technologies that include Web services and peer-to-peer (P2P) networking, and in-network processing technologies such as programmable networks have been developed remarkably. Furthermore, the committee has emphasized the importance of technologies related to security, authentication, and privacy, and it added them as main fields.
As described above, the committees cover a very wide range of technical fields with a strong feasibility involving various architectures, system construction technologies, application realization, and evaluation technologies of quality and management. Table 1 epitomizes the development of switching and network systems technologies in 50 years.
On the other hand, focusing on the transition in technologies in 20 years, from 1995 to 2016, we find that changes in the topics were drastic, as shown in Table 2 , which presents the transition of session title keywords planned by the technical committees on SSE/NS for General Conference and Society Conference from 1995 to present (for about 20 years). We can observe the changes leading to the recent trends from Table 2 . The latest topics of the NS committee include various aspects of technologies directly connected to future technology development as follows:
(a) Realization of various communication forms including multicasting, broadcasting, and content distribution, (b) Evolution from existing networks such as beyond-IP and new-generation networks, (c) Convergence technologies including fixed-mobile convergence (FMC) and IP/existing network integration, Similarly, we surveyed the titles of invited talks in the technical committee conferences of SSE/NS held from 1998 to 2016. In total, 173 talks were invited, and published in the proceedings. From the titles of these talks, except those invited for tutorial purposes, we confirmed almost the same trends. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sects. 2 to 8, especially focusing on switching system technologies continuously developed as a core technology of the network systems for a long time, we introduce their transition over 100 years: step-by-step switching, crossbar switching, electronic switching, digital switching, Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) switching, and IP switching. In Sects. 9 and 10, as particularly important technologies for future network systems, we provide specific views of future network system technologies, mainly including network virtualization, IoT/Internet of Everything (IoE) technologies, and security issues. For easily understanding the history of the network system technologies introduced in this paper, the timeline is illustrated in Fig. 1 , which is slightly updated from [1]. Finally, Sect. 11 concludes this paper and provides other future perspectives.
From the
Step-by-Step Switching System until Crossbar Switching System: Aiming at Large-Size Systems and Direct Distance Dialing
Following the invention of telephone in 1876, the manual control switching system was introduced; in this system, processing for switching and providing connections were performed by an operator. After the era of the manual switching system, automatic switching systems were introduced in Japan, to recover from the tremendous damage caused by the Great Kanto Earthquake on September 1, 1923. Almost all of the telecommunication facilities in Tokyo and Yokohama areas were destroyed by the Great Kanto Earthquake and the introduction of automatic switching systems was decided quickly. The step-by-step (S×S) automatic switching systems were imported from the West at the beginning of 1926. Initially the systems were imported, but soon after, the systems were manufactured in Japan.
In the S×S switching system, dial pulses received from a calling subscriber(customer) according to the dialed number moved a mechanical climbing-rotation switch each time, and the connection path to the called subscriber was extended in a step-by-step manner as shown in Fig. 2 .
The control part and the speech path part were embodied together in the same equipment at each step. The speech path was directly controlled by the control part. Therefore, the network operated by S×S switches was a type of super distributed processing system.
In this method, the connection operation depended strongly on the network configuration, and expansion of the communication network was difficult. During the time of operation by subscribers and the time of transmission of dial pulses, processing devices are held, inefficiently. Further, to select an outgoing line by using a mechanical climbingrotation switch, there are drawbacks of mechanical wear caused by the mechanical movements. However, owing to system maintenance and adjustments, the S×S systems were in use until October 1987.
To overcome the technical problems associated with the S×S switch, a new type of switching system was invented in which the speech path network and the call handling control unit were separated. In other words, dial information from a calling subscriber was registered in the control unit and speech path network to the trunk route or the called subscriber line was selected by the control unit (Fig. 3) . This method is called as the common control method and has become mainstream in switching system configuration. As speech path equipment, the crossbar switch was used that closes and opens the cross point between the incoming line and outgoing line by electromagnetic movement of horizontal and vertical bars.
When restoration work after the Second World War was completed in the 1950s, more demand for automatic toll switching arose due to increased economic activity. The shortcomings of the S×S switching system became noticeable. At the launch of the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation (NTT) in 1952, crossbar switching systems were imported and were commissioned into service in September 1955. However, immediately after the import, a decision was made to produce crossbar switching systems domestically and various systems were developed. Finally, the C82 system and the C63 system were developed and introduced as toll switches. For local calls, the large-size crossbar switching system C400 was successfully developed and introduced in 1967 [2] . With the introduction of these crossbar switching systems, the so-called excess demand backlog elimination (1977) and the nation-wide direct-distancedialing (1978) were realized. They were long-standing problems. It should be noted that, in March 1995, the use of crossbar switching systems was stopped.
In the crossbar switching system, the arrangement of all the logical circuits is done by wiring between the relays. Therefore, for example, when a new partner station is added to expand the telephone network, enormous wiring work was required to change logical circuits for routing alteration and billing information set. Completing the work without error took a few months or up to one year.
Analog Electronic Switching System Technologies:
Aiming at the Service Advancement
To overcome the problems of the above-described crossbar switching system, the development of analog electronic switching systems was promoted. In the system, a miniature crossbar switch was used as the speech path switch, and a dedicated computer for call processing was used as the control system. In the computer, tasks are executed by programs. Such programming is used also in the analog electronic switching system, and it was called as stored-program control: SPC. In public switched telephone networks, several signals are exchanged between the subscriber (customer) and the switching office during a single telephone call, from call initiation to termination. The signal is called as subscriber line signal. On the other hand, the signal between the switching offices is called as interoffice signal (Fig. 4) .
In the connection process of a call, the control device of the switching system processes the signaling information received from the subscriber and an adjacent switching office. The processing times are extremely short compared with dial pulse time, called subscriber response time, and communication time between caller and callee. Therefore, the switching system is capable of processing many calls by one control processor simultaneously, using a kind of timesharing system. During the time period when a subscriber acts, control is not required from the exchange side. This is called stable state. A transition to the next stable state is triggered by an input signal or an output signal. By paying attention to this transition scheme, the state transition diagram notation for displaying the call processing operation was invented in Japan [3] . The status of the connection is written in the transition diagram. Using the state transition diagram, specification representation of the exchange operation becomes clearer than when relying on traditional descriptive statements. This was very effective in developing the call processing program. This diagram was adopted as a standard method of the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT: Comite Consultatif International Telegraphique et Telephonique). Its value was recognized internationally.
To improve productivity, maintainability, and reliability (potential bugs minimization) of a switching system program, high-level languages were considered to be better than assembly language. In CCITT, a special purpose high-level programming language (CHILL: Ccitt HIgh Level programming Language) was developed for the SPC switching system program production [4] , [5] . For the development of CHILL, the above state transition diagram notation was used effectively.
Moving to the development history of the electronic switching system in Japan, trial work for an electronic switching system was carried out from 1939 to 1942 [6] . After the Second World War, research and development of the electronic switching system started from around 1954. At that time, a new logical element was invented and named as Parametron [7] . By using the Parametron for logical circuits, a prototype electronic switching system named α switching system was developed in the Electrical Communication Laboratories of NTT in 1955 [8] . The study activated the R&D of the electronic switching system. However, the Parametron is inferior in stability and processing rate as a device; hence, research was interrupted.
Inspired by the development status of the electronic switching system in the United States, NTT launched a fullscale research with the cooperation of four big telecommunication equipment manufacturing companies in August 1964. First of all, as for laboratory tests, two switching systems were studied in parallel: DEX-1 that employed space division-type speech path and DEX-T1 that employed pulse code modulation (PCM) based time division-type speech path, where DEX stands for Dendenkosha Electronic eXchange. From prototype results and laboratory test evaluation, the switching system to be developed for immediate practical use was decided to be the space division-type system for speech path, i.e., an analog electronic switching system.
A field testing system was developed following the laboratory test, and the system went into field test use in 1969. The system was improved further considering the field test results, and was commissioned into service at major offices: Ginza office in Tokyo, and Senba office in Osaka, in June 1972. The system was named as D10 electronic switching system [9] . This D10 system was used both as local switch and as toll switch by changing some hardware and software. The switching system, in addition to the telephone service, contributed effectively to the new services advancement such as data, image, and mobile communications. As part of the D10 series, to facilitate remote control of speech path from the master station D10, a small-sized system without processor was developed and named as D10-R1 [10] and so on. In addition, the D20 switching system was developed for use in a medium-sized office [11] , and the first commercial system was introduced in 1976. For small-sized offices, D30 was developed and introduced [12] . It should be noted that, in December 1997, the use of the analog electronic switching system was stopped.
Digital Electronic Switching System and ISDN Technologies: Aiming at Services Integration
After the Second World War, the transistor and the computer were invented. These elements and equipment made it possible for researchers to proceed with the research of digital electronic switching systems that perform the switching of signals in digital form. In Bell Laboratories in the United States, a prototype PCM switching system called Experimental Solid State EXchange (ESSEX) was manufactured in 1959. This system was the first experiment on an integrated digital switching and transmission system; however, the system used the same time slot between originating and terminating terminals throughout the network. The method increased internal blocking at the switching path network [13] . Therefore, it was incomplete as switching network from time domain viewpoint. To solve this problem, the time slot interchange (TSI) method was invented by Dr. Hiroshi Inose in 1957, during the initial development stage of ESSEX [14] , [15] . The TSI is a method to change time slots at the speech path network by providing a delay element (Fig. 5) . This is the concept of time switching that made it possible to develop large-scale digital electronic switching systems in later years by virtue of memory cost reduction [16] , [17] . In Japan, in NTT, the DEX-T1 system was manufactured as a prototype in 1966 and the technological feasibility of the PCM switching system was obtained [18] . However, practical use was interrupted or postponed owing to inferior component technology available at that time [19] . However, due to the dramatic progress of large-scale integration (LSI) from the 1970s, it became possible to develop digital electronic switching systems that achieve significant performance improvement and cost reduction.
At first, in order to meet data communication needs, in NTT, Dendenkosha Data eXchange (DDX) systems were put into commercial services; for circuit-switched networks in 1979 [20] , and for packet-switched networks in 1980 [21] , after long-term laboratory tests and field tests [22] .
Development of digital electronic switching system
The backbone of the public switched telephone network is composed of the switching system (local switch and toll switch) and the transmission system (subscriber line and trunk line). Digitization was started from the transmission line, i.e., large-capacity trunk line. In response to this, NTT promoted to digitize the telecommunication network in the following three stages. From December 1977, NTT started joint research for the digital toll switching system with the collaboration of four switching system manufacturing companies. The main research and development issues for the switching system were large-scale time division speech path network, digital signal processing equipment, and control system. As a control system, a multiprocessor system of function and load sharing type was developed so that it can correspond to the switching system of any size employing building block style.
Further, as the interstation signaling method, CCITT No.7 common-channel signaling system was developed. For the international standardization of the system, researchers from Japan contributed very actively [23] . In this commonchannel signaling system, the communication line and the signal line are separated and take a non-associated network configuration. As for the signals for call control in a session, refer Fig. 4 . The length of the signal unit is variable and faster speed signal line is adopted. The common-channel signaling system was utilized for the introduction of Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) and new services. To improve the reliability of the signaling network, redundant dual plane configuration was adopted.
The digital toll switching system was put into commercial service in 1982 under the name of D60 switching system [24] , through the experimental machine test. The system was first introduced in Otemachi office in Tokyo, and was introduced nationwide thereafter. In response to the development of network digitization process and element technology progress, an improved system was developed and named as improved D60, which was introduced from 1991.
On the other hand, digital local switching system was commercialized under the name of D70 switching system [25] through the experimental machine test. The main research and development challenges were related to subscriber line circuit, speech path network equipment, remote control switching, and control system [26] . In particular, the subscriber line circuit is a key component to realize Stage 3 described above and supplies such functions as speech current supply, calling signal transmission, subscriber line test, and so on. The subscriber line circuit was installed in per subscriber, and it was successfully provided in an LSI [27] .
The D70 digital local switching systems were put into service in Aomori office and Daido office in Nagoya, in November 1983. The systems were introduced nationwide subsequently, and the digitization of the country's public switched telephone network was completed fully on December 17, 1997. It should be noted that the D70 system was also improved as the improved D60 and the improved D70 were introduced from 1993. The use of those digital electronic switching systems : D60 and D70 was stopped in fiscal year 2015.
System development for the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)
The concept of carrying not only voice, but also data and images (still images and moving images) by the same telecommunication network was proposed by NTT in 1978. The service system was named as INS: Information Network System [28] . The concept includes the so-called non-telephonebased media.
If the subscriber line is digitized, then voice, data, and video information can be handled by the same subscriber line. Therefore, a major challenge was the interface specification defined between the terminal and the subscriber line. Under such background, ISDN was taken up as a specific agenda by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in 1977. As the I-series recommendation on ISDN, a temporary recommendation was specified in 1984, and the final recommendation was approved in November 1988. For the standardization process in the ITU, significant contribution was made from Japan.
The digital local switching system D70 had been rapidly introduced nationwide from 1983. Then, the new I-interface Subscriber Module (ISM) was developed and attached to the existing D70 system. The configuration can provide ISDN services. In NTT, as the INS model system, experiments in the switching office under the operating phase were extensively carried out in 1984 [29] . Thereafter, considering the experiment results, a commercial system was developed and introduced. The system development was carried out in parallel with the study work of standardization in which the experience at the INS model system was useful. Thus, the first ISDN service in the world in full conformity with the '88 recommendation was started in 1988 [30] , [31] .
Intelligent Networks
Traditional switching system software consists of software that controls the switch and software relating to new services. In the Intelligent Network (IN), the software related to new services is separated from the switch and placed in the centralized computer nodes [32] . With this innovation, new services can be flexibly and quickly added to a network without upgrading and reconfiguring a number of switches that are deployed all across the country. NTT has rolled out an extensive range of new services since adopting the Intelligent Network, including Free Dial, Dial Q2, Telegong, Navi Dial, and other offerings.
A faster and even more flexible architecture was proposed called the Advanced Intelligent Network (Advanced IN) [33] - [35] based on a fundamentally re-architected network structure. The Advanced IN is represented by a unified model in which the transport layer does not depend on the individual services since the transport layer is independent of the call control function, and the switch is virtualized. This architecture can be customized and flexibly tailored to the needs and requirements of the customer. The Advanced IN has been standardized by the international standard developed by the ITU-T [36] , so services can be seamlessly and globally interconnected between carriers around the world (see Fig. 6 ). Services rolled out by NTT on the Advanced IN include the Personal Handy-phone System (PHS), IC Card Public Phone System, E-Call Service, and other services.
The Advanced IN architecture decouples the control function from the transport function, and thus pioneered the concept of virtual Software Defined Networks (SDNs) that are now being developed and put into service.
Broadband Switching Technology for Multimedia (Asynchronous Transfer Mode: ATM)
Considerable progress has been made in research and development of network solutions for dealing with the different throughput and QoS requirements of broadband multimedia-voice, video, data, etc [37] - [40] . Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) began to be investigated in the latter half of the 1980s as a high-speed, connectionoriented scheme that incorporates the advantages of both packet switching and circuit switching. ATM uses short fixed-length 53-byte cells to transmit different types of traffic simultaneously, including voice, video, and data (Fig. 7) . Thanks to advances in LSI technology, a fixed-length ATM cell is well suited for high-speed switches implemented in hardware. ATM switches are self-routing; that is, cells arriving at any input port are automatically switched to the output port designated by information contained in the 5-byte cell header. Different types of switches have been investigated including input buffer, output buffer, and shared buffer switches [41] . Large-scale switching configurations have also been studied in which switching elements are connected in multiple stages.
ATM is used for connection-oriented (as opposed to connectionless) communications. At the onset of communication between two terminals, a virtual circuit is set up by the signaling protocol. Label contained in cell header identifies the virtual circuit. The cells are delivered over along the virtual circuit (Fig. 8) . The label is swapped to a new one at each hop of virtual circuit; this concept is called "label swapping." Note that Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) networks are based on virtual circuit, and label swapping is thus used.
In order to achieve scalable network management, twolevel hierarchy is introduced in the virtual circuit: virtual channel and virtual path [42] . Since statistical multiplexing is used for connection-oriented communication in ATM, admission control is performed to achieve desired level of Quality of Services (QoS) [43] , [44] .
In order for the ATM Layer to identify traffic irrespective of the service and for ATM switching to accommodate various media having different QoS requirements, an ATM Adaption Layer (AAL) is interposed between the ATM Layer and the Upper Layer. Indeed, the AAL comes in five types-AAL1-AAL5-but AAL1, AAL2, and AAL5 are the more important. AAL2 enables multiplexing of multiple voice channels in standard 53-byte ATM cells by adding miniheader information to cells, and this effectively suppresses the storage delay of compressed variable-length voice data. ATM thus provides highly efficient voice transport by exploiting low-latency and statistical multiplexing even for low-speed variable-length traffic [45] .
ATM was first commercially introduced for the data communication services. NTT first put ATM switches into service on its frame-relay backbone in 1994, and then rolled out ATM switches as a cell relay-based public service in 1995. ATM was then adopted to voice services, first supporting voice communications between corporate Private Branch Exchanges (PBXs) connecting voice services over leased lines using AAL2 described above, then variablelength voice such as over mobile communications, and eventually high-speed multimedia services with the implementation of the standardized IMT-2000 Network supporting low-latency highly efficient throughput [46] .
Integrated Switching Node System
Up until the early 1990s, the switching node system was developed in an individually optimized way for circuit switches and data switches implemented using their own hardware and software. However, demand for providing a more diverse range of switching services and for shorter development cycles required dramatic improvement in development efficiency [47] , [48] .
This led to drastic reform of the switching node system architecture that resulted in the integrated node system called the Multimedia Handling Node (MHN) developed by NTT and partner vendors. This integrated architecture was applied as a common node system across a wide range of services including ISDN, plain-old telephone services (POTS), X.25, ATM/FR (Frame Relay), and Advanced IN that was put into service in 1996 [49] , [50] .
A noteworthy feature of the integrated node MHN system was its building-block and hierarchical architecture based on increasing sophistication of computer systems that makes it possible to conceal the distinctive hardware, protocols, and other elements of the different types of nodes (see Fig. 9 ) [51] .
In addition to this fundamental change to the architecture, a host of other innovative technologies were incorporated in the node system: object-oriented programming (C++), plug-in technology making it easy to add or mod- Fig. 9 Integrated Node System architecture.
ify services on-line, a method of processor upgrade without shutting down or interrupting services, Telecommunication Management Network (TMN) technology tailored for multivendor environments [52] - [54] .
Fixed-Mobile Convergence NGN Technology over IP Networks
IP protocol was adopted for local area network (LAN) communications and came to be widely used including the Internet, therefore research on harmonized cooperation of IP and ATM technologies was proceeded for applying to carrier networks. IP protocol is, then, "an application" of the ATM transport. Until mid-90's, IP routing is processed by software in a router. This means although the ATM switching enabled high-speed layer 2 transport, packet-by-packet routing process was a bottleneck from the viewpoint of IP layer performance. To overcome this, Ipsilon Networks proposed IP switching technology using ATM [55] . At the beginning of IP communication, the IP switch uses software-based IP routing by its routing function. Then, it identifies "IP flow" and if the flow has a long-life, it performs "cut through" the software routing process to ATM switching and fully utilizes the high-speed ATM transport capability to obtain better end-to-end IP throughput. About the same time, Toshiba proposed their cell switch router [56] with similar concept. There are two common remarkable features for both systems (Fig. 10) . The first one is that they split single network equipment into two parts, "routing process" for control system and a "forwarding engine" for transport system, and connect those two entities by "open standard" protocols [57] . The second feature is the introduction of "IP flow" management for connectionless IP traffic [58] . These two features have been inherited to the later more advanced node system design. ATM advances signaling and network management technologies as well to achieve end-to-end high-speed networking. These technologies were also transplanted to the IP layer at the end of 90's. Such examples of signaling protocols include RSVP [59] for QoS management and SIP for conferencing applications [60] . Instead of end-to-end QoS maintenance by RSVP, segment-based QoS discrimination by DiffServ [61] is introduced to increase the scalability. Together with QoS management, accounting and authentication management is important new feature for IP network. RADIUS [62] and DIAMETER [63] are examples those network management protocols that make it possible to realize various policy management functions.
Based on the above-mentioned great evolutions of IP technologies in the second half of 90's, in addition to endto-end IP connectivity, we had come to obtain sufficient network control and management capabilities adapting to various applications for IP layer at the beginning of 21st century. We also note that the more IP router evolves, the more it supports upper layer application capabilities rather than simple routing process.
The rapid evolution and penetration of the Internet and computers quickly led to a transition away from POTS to provisioning of IP services that could carry web services and video services. We also observed a steady decline in the number of landline subscribers and concurrent increase in the number of mobile subscribers with each passing year. In order to take in all of these changes and to provide a full range of services-fixed-mobile convergence, Internet, video-to the general public, a worldwide effort began around the year 2000 to develop and deploy an all-IP integrated Next Generation Network (NGN) [64] .
The ITU-T stepped up its NGN standardization efforts in 2004 and delivered two fundamental NGN recommendations: general overview of NGN (Y.2001) [65] and general principles and general reference model for NGN (Y2011) [66] . Recommendation Y.2001 defines NGN as follows: "NGN is a packet-based network able to provide telecommunication services and able to make use of multiple broadband, and QoS-enabled transport technologies, in which servicerelated functions are independent of underlying transportrelated technologies. In addition, it enables unfettered access for users to networks and to competing service providers and/or services of their choice. And finally, it supports generalized mobility which will allow consistent and ubiquitous provision of services to users." Based on this definition, we arrived at the architecture shown in Fig. 11 , in which the transport stratum is separated from the service stratum, and the transport stratum is controlled by the service stratum.
At the same time, ETSI TISPAN (Telecommunications and Internet converged Services and Protocols for Advanced Networking) has been actively involved in standardization work that will make NGN a reality. Their efforts focused on integration of the call session control function without depending on either wireless or wireline access, based on a form of fixed-mobile convergence (FMC). The call session control function, known as the IP Multimedia Subsystem or IMS, was first studied by the 3GPP, then expanded to include wireline network requirements by the TISPAN. In addition to the IMS, the ITU-T also standardized authentication functions for accessing the network, and bandwidth/admission control functions to ensure QoS [67] . The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is the communications protocol enabling real-time Internet telephony for voice and video calls, as well as instant messaging, over IP networks [68] , [69] . SIP was standardized by IETF to define messages that are sent between endpoints, and can be used to create or terminate sessions at a terminal or endpoint. In order to implement carrier-grade large-scale networks, this, however, requires an IMS or SIP server system that provides the functional equivalent of the traditional switch. The Realtime Transport Protocol (RTP) [70] is a network protocol for delivering voice or video media streams using end-to-end sessions set up by SIP. This is essentially how the functions of conventional switches are implemented over the all-IP NGN.
Software-Defined Networking and Network Function Virtualization
Thanks to incremental improvements to the Internet since the 1970s, close to 8,000 Request for Comments (RFC) have become Internet standards, and backbone routers have evolved into complex large-scale systems. More recently, it has become increasingly difficult to add new functional capabilities to the Internet, a phenomenon called Internet ossification that has become more evident and problematic from the mid-2000s [71] . The idea of starting over from scratch with a new architecture as a way of returning to the days of incremental improvements is referred to as the clean slate approach. The United States is currently pursuing work on alternative network architecture in the form of an overlay network on top of the Internet, and in 2008 created the Global Environment for Network Innovations (GENI) [72] as a testbed in support of this experimental research. OpenFlow is a communications protocol [73] that gives access to the forwarding plane of a network switch or router from a centralized control server, and has already been applied to data center networks.
Far from just being confined to data centers, network virtualization is currently being studied for application to ISP networks. Considerable R&D on network virtualization is now exploring potential applications to LTE mobile networks such as the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) and corporate Virtual Private Networks (VPNs).
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) are subjects of intense R&D interest. SDN is a technique for separating the control plane from the forwarding plane; this effectively removes the routing function from the node and assigns it to the SDN controller [74] - [77] . The SDN controller employs a general server to run routing software that performs packet forwarding on the path by determining the path, controlling the node device, and setting the forwarding table (Fig. 12) . Previously, routing was determined by the routing protocol in the router, it was nearly impossible for the network operator to send packets over the intended route. The SDN thus offers a significant advantage by giving network operators the ability to easily deliver packets over intended routes. The SDN concept is similar to the Intelligent Network (IN) in that it decouples the control plane from the network elements to support new services independent from the network elements.
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) decouples network functions such as NAT, firewalls, load balancers, and so on from hardware appliances, and runs those functions as software on general-purpose servers [78] - [80] (Fig. 13) . Recent advances in server virtualization have made it simple to decouple software from the server. The separation of hardware and software by NFV makes it possible to accommodate server resources into network flexibly. This approach has significant advantages in terms of resilient elastic tailoring of services to meet different levels of demand, improved response in the event of a hardware failure, and so on.
IETF, ONF, ETSI, and other standards bodies and consortia are making progress toward standardization of SDN and NFV. Aside from standardization, the open source community is moving forward with actual implementation. We can expect to see a migration away from the current vertical integration of routers, switches, and middle boxes to a horizontal division of labor once SDN and NFV come into practical use, and this should open the way to new telecom entrants, enhanced technical continuity and innovation, and more efficient use of network resources.
Future Network System Technology including IoT and Security
Information networks provide video streaming, online shopping, online banking, myriad other online services, and have become virtually indispensable in our everyday lives. More recently the Internet of Things (IoT) is providing network connectivity with physical devices, sensors, actuators, industrial equipment, and all sorts of other objects, thus endowing transportation, physical distribution and logistics, electrical power, and other critical systems with new levels of innovation through information and communication technology (ICT). Future networks will provide universal ICT resources that enhance the quality of our lives, will be seamlessly integrated into every service and business, and promise a world of novel uses and applications beyond imagination. When networks are used to sense or control these diverse systems of social infrastructures in various industrial domains, different network functions may be required. Sophisticated network subsystems such as the IMS integrate a great number of functions in network equipment. In the case of NFV, the network equipment itself has been converted into software that runs on a server. Yet as we can utilize existing network equipment to implement new service systems that evolve to support various industrial domains, we will find that many functional capabilities are superfluous or resources in the network are not deployed in the right places. So by splitting up the functions now implemented in software unfettered from hardware and flexibly rearranging servers and other hardware, we can decouple the functions needed for the service and implement a network platform that is perfectly scaled and placed exactly to the location where they are needed. For example, an ultra-low latency network will be needed for the communication infrastructure to support self-driving autonomous cars, this involves R&D of edge computing and other novel functional deployment technologies [81] . And as a scheme for seamlessly exploiting services in applications or the cloud made up of these distributed sets of functions, researchers are currently focusing on network slicing [82] and similar technologies. Looking ahead to the advent of this new era, we envision a drastic transformation of the way and the design of networks. A new R&D approach has already begun toward the future. That aims to modularize network and computing functions and resources into constituent parts as a resource pool, and assemble them quickly, flexibly and safely to address new social challenges with service and business needs (NetroSphere concept) [83] .
On the other hand, network security continues to be a high-priority research concern to give people the assurance that they can securely utilize network services as a social infrastructure. An enormous amount of research is currently focused on security technologies against cyberattacks, and on data security, authentication technologies, and other security-related issues. As R&D continues to make headway on the new network service technologies reviewed here, we can imagine that technological innovation will gather momentum as ICT is embraced in each and every industry.
Conclusion: Expectation for Future Network System Technologies
In this paper, at the momentous occasion of completion of 100 years since the establishment of the IEICE, we summarized the history of the network system technologies, mainly focusing on a series of technologies discussed through the technical committees on switching engineering (launched 50 years ago), switching systems engineering, and network systems in action. We also indicated a specific view of future network system technologies for the next generation, especially focusing on network virtualization and the issues on IoT/IoE and security. For the overview of future advance on network system technologies, there will be several primary axes. In this paper, according to the above consideration, we would like to select the following 6 axes: (1) Diversification of the target network, (2) Switching paradigm shift, (3) Introductions of smartness and evolution, (4) Network convergence, (5) Innetwork processing/computing, (6) Security/Privacy.
In (1), the network system technologies should be applied to various targets in addition to the telecommunication networks, such as nanoscale network, intra-vital network like brain network, universal network, and human social network, and create novel value in future. As for (2), by aggressively utilizing artificial intelligence, machine learning, computational intelligence, etc., we should make network systems drastically sophisticated and adaptively evolved. In (3), new paradigm shift of the switching technology should be taken into consideration, such as Information Centric Network (ICN) [84] , Delay/Disruption Tolerant Network (DTN) [85] , IoT-aware network, and so on. In (4), by exploiting virtualization technology, networks, independently existing of each other, should be converged into a unified network where each appliance has no physical constraints. As to (5), the network itself should fuse smart processing and computing capability and drive as the ultra-large-scale distributed computing systems. Finally, in (6) , even in the above future networks, strong security and privacy should be ensured.
In addition, the authors strongly expect that unexpected requirements of network systems would emerge and, once implemented, give subscribers more delight.
